
Valuing Working Clothes: Oilskins

Introduction
In 2019 the Scottish Fisheries Museum (SFM) celebrated 50 years of 
being Scotland’s national museum for the fishing industry. Based in 
Anstruther, the museum houses a collection of over 65,000 items. Of 
these, 1,000 are objects of dress relating to fisher people, primarily 
from the nineteenth and twentieth century. 
The SFM is fortunate in having in its collection a variety of objects 
which illustrate the development of oilskins. These include clothing, 
photographs, archive materials, and paintings. Amongst the workwear 
are five sets of canvas and leather breeches (called ‘brooks’ in the 
Anstruther area), worn over trousers.
A version of oilskin had been in use since 
the sixteenth century, with grease and tar 
painted on to fishermen's outer clothing 
to give it a degree of wind and 
waterproof protection.
Knee breeches, in a variety of materials, 
are also thought to have been standard 
wear for fishermen since that same period. 

Impact of the fishing boom
By the middle of the nineteenth century, the east coast fishing industry 
had expanded significantly. Technological developments in boat design, 
new fishing methods, and modernised net production led to a rapid 
increase in the size of the Scottish fishing fleet, with a resultant 
demand for the weatherproof clothing, including aprons, hats, and 
trousers. Cellardyke, at the east end of Anstruther, was at the forefront 
of oilskin development. 
Five oilskins factories were sited there by the 1880s. Many of the 
factory workers were 
women, who may have 
previously produced
oilskins at home. 

Archive material shows that John Martin & Co. (established in 1844) 
supplied clothing and other related items to drapers, outfitters, fishing 
companies, and trawler owners across the UK. The company continued 
trading into the mid-twentieth century. Correspondence from the 
1920s shows that this was a transatlantic business, with textiles and 
other finishing materials sourced from the USA and Europe.

Early production 
The brooks are some of the oldest work wear owned by the museum, 
thought to date from the early to mid-nineteenth century. Made from 
canvas, they were treated with a black oil mixture and have a large 
leather rear patch for comfort when rowing. They are well worn and 
discoloured, with prominent tears and signs of repair. 
Although both men and women wore oilskins, much of the arduous 
work of sewing and oiling clothing would have been undertaken by 
women at home, using ‘recipes’ comprising linseed and other 
ingredients. Hand-oiling could take several weeks, with each coat 
having to dry before the next was applied. 

Conclusion
The SFM collection shows the importance of oilskins to fishing 
economies in the nineteenth century. It also illustrates how women’s 
role in production moved from home to the factory, as technology 
advanced and new markets emerged. 
The brooks are a specific example of non-elite working clothing, which 
is visually and aesthetically less engaging than more elaborate, 
expensively made garments, often chosen for exhibition in museums.
Nonetheless, these characterful items
are evidence of the broad continuity 
of design, materials, and processes 
which can be found in occupational 
clothing across the years and, 
at times, centuries.
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